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Your boss calls first thing Monday
morning and asks “Can you quickly get
me answers to the following questions
for my meeting this afternoon”:
- Who were our top retail partners for
plush products priced below $20 in
2020?
- What countries saw the largest sales
growth for action figures in 2020 vs.
2019?
- What percentage of our licensees fully
recouped their advances in 2020? And on
average by how much?
- How many days does it take for our
products to go from concept stage to “onshelf ”? And for what categories did this
lead time improve most in 2020?
Not the quiet Monday you were
hoping for and chances are none of
us would have these answers at our
fingertips. But we could and it’s very
likely this will become an expectation
for all of us moving forward. That’s because this is the reality of ever more
popular data management applications
and the licensing industry is no exception when it comes to both the need
and the value these tools offer. But it’s
important to consider some of the
uniqueness of the licensing industry,
evaluate where we are and identify
what is a good strategy moving forward to get data under control and
have it start working more effectively
for all of us.
Over the last decade the business
world has hyper-accelerated the deployment of enterprise software solutions, online tools and digital applications into our daily work lives. As
a result, most of us have now been
exposed to or at least heard of the
world of data analytics and business intelligence (BI) applications. As a quick
overview, BI tools provide the ability
to collect and combine different sets
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of data, correlate them, analyze results and display important trends in
real time to help organizations stay
informed and make better decisions.
But getting to the point where endusers can use BI to zero in on their
most important info can be difficult.
The licensing industry is not spared
from these challenges as more of our
companies try to implement better
data management strategies.
One aspect of the licensing industry
that’s had a positive impact on data
management is the proliferation of
dedicated licensing software, such as
WestEnd Software’s Workspace solution which offers integrated contract,
royalty, product approval and BI tools.
These “end-to-end” licensing software
applications are great environments
for collaboration, validation and reporting as products get approved
and sold. As licensors, licensees and
agencies utilize licensing solutions like
Workspace more frequently, they are
increasingly looking at data analytics as
a next step and asking questions like
“how can we leverage our data more
effectively now that it is in one central
location.” So how do we get to the
data management finish line and what
are the holdups?
In the licensing world, a good way to
think about data is to focus on where
it comes from, how it gets processed
and ultimately how it can be used for
analytical purposes. This article attempts to breakdown the realities
of licensing data and provide some
best practices for companies to think
about. While it goes without saying
that not all licensing firms have identical software strategies, we are going
to discuss scenarios for companies
that are committed taking advantage
of these exciting new IT trends. And
this requires us to focus is on three

distinct sets of licensing data: collaborative data inputs, processed licensing
results and data analytics for licensing.
Together, these three areas are critically important to making data work
for your organization, which will allow
you to easily get your boss the answers to their Monday questions (or
better yet, teach your boss how to use
BI and get the answers themselves).
Collaborative Data Inputs
What is collaborative licensing data
and where does it come from? There
are two primary sets of collaborative
licensing data: new products and new
sales. Licensors and licensees enter
into relationships that are dictated by:
1) the development and approval of
new products that use licensed IP and
2) the reporting of actualized sales
and royalties for these products. This
is the basis of licensing partnerships
and it represents much of the core
data that is shared between licensors
and licensees. But these data sets are
not monoliths, as there are significant degrees of variance in the type,
amount and quality for both product,
sales and royalty data utilized across
the licensing industry. It is therefore
critical that firms define in very precise terms what data they need from
their partners.
For product data, there are myriad
sets of data points that can be associated with a licensed product (i.e., meta
data). This includes product name,
SKU number, IP, product images, product category, product attributes, price
points etc. As an example, WestEnd
Software has implemented solutions
for our clients where each licensed
product has over 50 associated data
points. However, just knowing that a
product was made in a specific factory
or approved for sales on a certain date
is only valuable if it can be utilized by
your data tools. Therefore, it is important that licensors and licensees work
together to define product data re-
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quirements that support their mutual
data analytics strategies.
For sales and royalty data reporting,
it is imperative that licensees and licensors are again on the same page
as to what is expected from these
recurring financial reports. This is
one of the advantages of implementing dedicated licensing software like
Westend’s Workspace solution, as a
licensee’s data upload process gives
licensors and agencies confidence that
they have the correct cumulative data
required to support all their BI and
analytic efforts. If it is important to be
able to historically track sales by SKU
or retailer, then this information has
to be a required component of a licensee’s sales upload. Ultimately, what
is provided during this collaboration
process directly impacts all downstream data analytics programs.
Processed Licensing Results
The data generated by approving
products for sale and processing corresponding sales transactions will
serve as the backbone for most BI
programs in the licensing industry.
Raw product and sales data has some
value, but the processing and validation of complex data sets derived
equally from licensing contracts, approved product records and the associated sales uploads are the most
important data sources for effective
data strategies. This is because data is
inherently relational and does not “live
on an island”, as contract rights allow
products to be developed, developed
products generate sales and ultimately
sales are validated against contracts.
These three processes work in partnership and the resulting transactional
data is a gold mine for the most effective BI implementations for licensing
firms.
On a more detailed level, once new
products are approved and sales data
is reported for royalty processing,
a lot of manipulation and validation
takes place. This is where licensing
software can provide additional value
by automating the processing of raw
data. The resulting outputs, especially
accounting data and royalty summary
reports can easily be confirmed as ac-

curate. Key data processes include:
- Sales validated against a licensing
contract’s granted rights and restrictions
- Guarantee recoupment positions are
updated as sales are validated
- Invoices can be issued for both advance payments and royalty overages
- Finally, a company’s general ledger
can be updated with all credit/debit
transactions based on a company’s
chart of accounts and GL posting
rules.
These results can then easily be integrated into a company’s primary ERP
or corporate accounting system. But
accounting data is only a piece of the
puzzle as processing is taking place.
Additional product and sales meta
data (category, retailer, price etc.) is
accumulated and these key transactional relationships are maintained.
Now that we have accumulated large
sets of valuable data, we are ready to
explore how advanced data analytics
and BI can be a benefit.
Data Analytics for Licensing
Let’s summarize where we are: we’ve
defined our data inputs through collaboration with our licensing partners
and we’ve processed raw licensing
data as new products are developed,
sold and royalties paid. Now what?
How do we get the analytics we need
to see trends, make better decisions
or even just handle our boss’s urgent
data requests?
There are two primary methods licensing companies can leverage:
embedded BI tools within licensing
software solutions or use 3rd party
BI applications. Not all licensing software vendors offer BI capabilities, but
some like WestEnd Software do offer
feature rich BI options including dashboards and drill-down tools. There is
no right or wrong answer, but companies will likely be positioned better
for one option vs. the other based on
the investments they’ve already made
(or are considering). Key factors in deciding the right path include company
size, IT budget and if a 3rd party BI
tool is already available, such as Tableau, MicroStrategy or Cognos.
Regardless of which path your com-

pany is headed, you’ll need to work
backwards from the finish line to set
requirements and expectations for
your eventual consumers of the BI
data. And like all good requirement
gathering activities, start by answering the questions that the business is
asking. In the licensing world, BI implementations and underlying data warehouses can easily be configured to
provide analytics on the performance
of your company, your partners, your
products or your employees. Examples include:
- What are our sales trends for digital
products in each EU country over the
last 5 years?
- Which licensees paid less in royalties
in Q4 2019 vs. Q4 2020?
- How many new products did we
introduce in Jewelry vs. Eye Wear in
2020?
- What departments struggled to
meet their product approval benchmarks in Q1?
These are the exact questions BI tools
should be used to answer and as an
example, our Workspace offering
was designed with these use cases in
mind. The ability to compare various
data sets, drill down into specific data
views, save templates, produce graphs
and charts and export to Excel or PDF
are all very important features that licensing companies should be looking
to take advantage of as they become
more available across the industry.
In conclusion, increases in the amount
of data generated in the licensing ecosystem is definitely not slowing down
and in the coming years the need to
utilize BI tools across our industry will
become even more pervasive. That’s
the bad news. The good news is this
data is valuable and it can be leveraged
to make your licensing program better, faster, bigger and more profitable.
Whether you have a licensing software package that offers BI or use an
external BI tool, the benefits are profound and will ultimately make your
licensing program more effective and
more efficient.
So maybe this is the answer you
should give your boss the next time
they come with a Monday morning
fire drill.
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